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Let L be a lattice of varieties of associative rings. An atom of this lattice is 
called an equationally complete variety. A variety Vin L is an atom if and only 
if it is either generated by a finite field Fp or a zero ring Zp of p-elements for 
some prime p [5]. A variety V is precomplete it is contains a unique atom 
of L. Several characterisation f the precomplete varieties are known [4]. 
A precomplete variety must either contain Fp or Zp for some prime p. In 
the former case it is denoted as F e precomplete and in the latter as Zp pre- 
complete. 
For any two varieties V and W in L, let V, W denote the extension product, 
i.e. V,  W is the collection of all rings A such that an ideal I of A is in V and 
A/ !  is in W. We know that for any two Fe-precomplete varieties V and W, 
V~ W= V+ W. [2]. Using the concept of extension product we prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM. A variety V satisfies all or none of the following conditions. 
(i) V satisfies an identity X=X2f (X)  where f(t) is a polynomial with integer 
coefficients. 
(ii) For any prime p, Zp ¢ V. 
(iii) Every ring in V is semi simple (Jacobson radical is (0)) and commutative 
(iv) V is generated by a finite number of finite fields. 
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PROOF. (i) = (ii) Trivial. 
(ii) = (i) For each prime p, V must satisfy an identity npX= XEfp(X) where 
(np, p) = 1 and fp(t) is a polynomial with integer coefficients. The ideal gener- 
ated by all np's thus equals Z, the ring of integers. Writing ]~ minp= 1. We 
conclude that V satisfies the identity X=X2f(X)  where f (X )= F. mifpi(X). 
(i) = (iii) We first claim that V satisfies nX= 0 for some natural number n. 
Suppose not, for each n, we have a ring Ant  Vand ancA n such that nan~O. 
Let A be the direct product of all A~'s and let a cA  be the element (al, ... an .... ) 
since a=aEf(a), we can easily see e= af(a) is an idempotent and that the 
subring generated by e is isomorphic to Z. Then pZ/pEZ ~ Zp for any prime p. 
So we find that Zp c V, a contradiction. 
Let n he the least, such that V satisfies nX=O. We claim that p2"~rl for any 
prime p. If not, let F be the relatively free ring in V. Then Zp is homomorphic 
to a subring of pF/p2F. Thus Zp c V, a contradiction. 
Let us now write n =Pl .... , Ps with distinct primes Pi. For any A c V, we 
will show that Jacobson radical J(A)= (0) and N~= ~ Pi A = (0). For any a cA;  
e = af(a) is an idempotent and (a) = (e). Since a non-zero idempotent can not be 
in the Jacobson radical, J(A) =0. Let a~ (]pi A, then (n/pj) a=0 Vj= 1, .... s 
and since greatest common divisor 
P2 
we have a=0.  So ApI-A=(0). So A is a subdirect product of A/PiA. 
A/piA c V and has no non zero nilpotent elements. Because of the identity 
X=X2f(X) ,  A/piA can be considered as an algebraic algebra over Fp. By [1] 
A/piA is commutative. Therefore A is commutative. 
(iii) = (ii) Follows from J(Zp) = Zp. 
(iii) = (iv) Every ring in Visa subdirect product of fields. Thus V is generated 
by fields, which satisfy X=X2f(X) .  Whatever be the characteristic of the 
fields, this implies the field cannot have more than m +2 elements where m is 
the degree of f (X).  
(iv)=(ii) Let V be generated by the finite fields F 1 .... , F  k. We have 
V= V(F1) + V(F2)+ . . -+ V(Fk) C_ (V(F1) + ... + V(Fk_ I)) * V(Fk). If Zp ~ V, 
since Zp is simple, Zp~ V(F1)+ ... +V(Fk_I) or ZpcV(Fk). By induction 
Zp~ V(Fi) for some i. But F i satisfies Xn=X for some natural number n, 
n > 1, which Zp cannot, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY. Any variety satisfying the equivalent conditions of the theorem 
is finitely based. 
I thank the referee for his valuable remarks. 
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